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Thank You!
Thank you for ordering a WOOD® magazine download. We 
hope you enjoy being part of our online experience and that 
you have fun expanding your woodworking skills. 

Please remember that this copyrighted material is for your use 
only. It is unlawful to share this file with someone else or to 
reprint it in any form.

Bill Krier
Editor in Chief, WOOD magazine 

Adobe Acrobat Reader 
Troubleshooting Guide

If you can read this page, your Acrobat Reader program is 
working correctly! But you may still have problems or specific 
issues, such as printing and saving your downloadable file. 

My printer won’t print the text correctly
Almost all printing problems are due to not enough free  
system resources memory. The files are very memory  
intensive because they include graphics, text, and photos. 
Close all other programs/applications and print directly out  
of the Acrobat Reader program, not your Web browser. 

Patterns are not printing full-size
Make sure your printer is set to print at 100 percent and that 
“print to fit” is not checked. These settings are selected in the 
printer setup or printer options. 

I can’t save my file now that it’s downloaded
You must save the plan when you download the file.  
Download the file again, except this time try right-clicking on 
the red download button. A menu window will open. Select 
“Save target as” or “Save link as” to save the file to your 
hard drive. Once saved, you can open it up with Adobe 
Acrobat Reader. 

For more details on using Adobe Acrobat Reader please 
visit our online help section at:  
http://www.woodstore.net/clicherforde.html 
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away to avoid checking. Use a commercial 
green-wood sealer. (Available from Packard 
Woodworks. Call 800/683-8876, or go to 
packardwoodworks.com.) These sealers 
clean up with water, dry clear, and are 
superior to paraffin, which can flake off, 
and paint, which may require several coats 
for a good seal.

If there is checking on an old unsealed 
end, make a fresh crosscut to expose an 
unchecked surface and seal it immediately. 
Leave the logs in long yet manageable 
lengths until you are ready to cut them into 
turning blanks. This limits potential 
checking (and waste) to just the two ends 

of the log rather than both ends of multiple 
blank-length sections.

Leave tight bark in place. Bark slows 
moisture loss, helps prevent checking, and 
leaves the option of using the stock for a 
natural-edge vessel.

When ready to cut blanks, saw the log into 
sections about 4" longer than its diameter. 
This way, if you find any checking after 
sealing and storing the blank, you’ll have 
ample stock to trim from both ends, 
exposing check-free surfaces. 

When chainsawing a log section 
lengthwise to form bowl blanks, lay it on its 
side and support it to prevent rolling. Cut 
along the grain, as shown above. Do not 
stand the section on its end and cut across 
the end grain. Doing that takes longer and 
can overheat and dull the chain.

At the center of a log is the original tree 
stem, called the pith, surrounded by a zone 
of very unstable wood. You’ll usually be 
able to recognize this unstable zone by a 
change in wood-grain color. The size of this 
zone varies more with wood species than 
log diameter. Because this unstable wood 
may cause uneven drying and splitting, 
remove it. When slicing log sections with 
a small-diameter unstable zone (1" or less) 
into turning blanks, make your cut through 
the pith. For log sections with a larger-
diameter zone, remove additional wood 
adjacent to the pith, as shown in Photo A. 
To guide you when removing the unstable 
zone from a log section of irregular shape, 
draw potential bowl shapes on its end, as 
shown in Photo B.

What woodturner can drive by a 
downed tree without thinking, 
“Hmmm, turning stock?” In this 

article you’ll learn how to cut up and 
preserve such finds for bowl blanks.

While experienced turners use features 
such as knots and eccentric growth rings of 
branches to great advantage, those features 
can cause blanks and finished turnings to 
crack or warp excessively. So when 
selecting wood for turning blanks, avoid 
limb wood and look instead for trunk logs 
with minimal knots.

Because the ends of a log start to dry 
immediately after cutting, seal them right 

Pith slab
(waste)

Bowl 
shapes

To remove the pith and a large-diameter 
unstable zone around it, draw lines with a 
permanent marker to guide your cuts. The 
slab marked here is about 11⁄4" wide.

Cut 3
Cut 2

Pith

If a tree falls in the forest (or 
your neighborhood), can you 
salvage it for turning stock? 
Here we’ll show you how to 
make quality bowl blanks
from a promising log.

from trees to 

Irregular-shape logs often yield more than 
two bowl blanks. It is helpful to draw poten-
tial bowl shapes arrayed around the pith 
before slicing the log into blanks.

Cut 1

turning  
blanks
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SealerSealer

Apply sealer to the blank ends with an
inexpensive 3" brush. When processing 
large quantities of stock at the same time, 
speed the task by using a paint roller.

Pith slabs
(discard)

When the sealer dries, use a permanent 
marker to label each bowl blank on an 
uncoated surface, identifying the species 
and the date it was prepared.

Written by Phil Brennion
Photographs: Kara Brennion

Not all log sections must be sliced
lengthwise to make bowl blanks. You can 
leave some log sections whole for turn-
ing end-grain bowls, which allows you to 
get the largest possible bowl from a given 
diameter log. Be warned, end grain is more 
difficult to turn than face grain, and
end-grain bowls have a greater tendency to 
crack than face-grain bowls.

Seal the end grain of blanks, as shown in 
Photo C. If the wood is particularly prone 
to drying stress, such as some fruitwoods, 
coat the entire piece. When the sealer dries, 
mark each blank, as shown in Photo D. 
Because the sealer leaves a waxy surface, 
mark blanks that will be completely coated 
before applying the sealer. Store blanks off 
the ground in a dry, well-ventilated area. ¿
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Browse more than 800 woodworking plans, projects, books, techniques, & more. Each plan
includes step-by-step instructions, professional color photography, and detailed illustrations. 

The online presence of WOOD magazine, 
WOODmagazine.com speaks to online users of all 
woodworking skill levels with free woodworking plans, 
helpful forums, numerous articles, and numerous 
services to help you become a better woodworker. 
Visited by over 200,000 woodworkers per month, this 
site is geared to provide you with helpful information 
and shop-tested advice.  

Looking for information from leading woodworking 
companies?
 
WOODWorkersCenter.com, the latest addition to WOOD’s 
family of internet sites, is just the site for your woodworking 
tool, accessory, and service informational needs. Use the 
online info request feature to request these  
companies latest catalogs or info.

WOODWorkersCenter.com




